The West Texas A&M University Bachelor of Business Administration program continues to be top ranked and is AACSB Accredited. From operational supplies and maintenance personnel, most veterans have experience with leadership, management, economics and accounting from their time in service. The WTAMU BBA is flexible in that students can pinpoint a special concentration as well as complete the entire degree online, if they so choose.

**Bachelor of Business Administration (B.B.A)**

- Undergraduate program
- Offered in residence & online
- More information can be found [here](#)

The West Texas A&M University Bachelor of Business Administration program continues to be top ranked and is AACSB Accredited. From operational supplies and maintenance personnel, most veterans have experience with leadership, management, economics and accounting from their time in service. The WTAMU BBA is flexible in that students can pinpoint a special concentration as well as complete the entire degree online, if they so choose.

**Bachelor of Applied Arts and Sciences (B.A.A.S.)**

- Undergraduate program
- Offered in residence & online
- More information can be found [here](#)

A major benefit of this program is its ability to maximize the various credit hours the average veteran presents within the form of a guaranteed block of transfer hours. While it is considered a “general” degree, the veteran has the ability to focus on a particular area of study-engineering, business, education, etc. With the block of transfer hours already completed, the BAAS degree could serve as an extension of vital educational benefits for graduate school or specialized certifications.
Master of Business Administration (MBA)

- Graduate program
- Offered online
- More information can be found here

This program provides our untraditional veteran students with the ease of working, raising a family, and being able to complete an accredited degree all online.

Bachelor of Arts and Applied Sciences in Organizational Leadership (B.A.A.S.)

- Undergraduate program
- Offered online
- More information can be found here

Based around adult learners who already have experience but lack a degree, this program allows veterans to receive maximum allotted credit from their military career.
M.S. in Information Systems

- Graduate Program
- More information can be found [here](#)
- Offered online

This program aims to further develop students’ existing knowledge in all areas related to management, while enhancing their range of technical knowledge and expanding their analytical, problem-solving, and critical thinking skills. The Master of Science in Information Systems degree prepares graduates for career success by molding them into professionals who have management capabilities, including decision making skills related to information systems, business operations, and personnel.

Criminal Justice Administration (B.A.A.S.)

- Undergraduate program
- More information can be found [here](#)
- Offered in residence & online

The Bachelor of Applied Arts and Science degree in Criminal Justice Administration provides students with a broad-based education to support a variety of careers in the criminal justice field including paralegal, law enforcement officer, and security consultant. Training is accepted from the Texas Commission on Law Enforcement (TCOLE), certifiable military training, federal criminal justice training and recognized training from other states.

Manufacturing and Industrial Management (B.A.A.S.)

- Undergraduate program
- More information can be found [here](#)
- Offered in residence & online

This degree offers a flexible curriculum that allows students to utilize their occupational experience and military service credit. Our program offers courses that are industrially relevant, academically rigorous, and flexible in their delivery to allow students to keep up with outside commitments while working toward a future career.
Veterans will be able to combine vocational and technical training/certifications with college-level general education credits to gain entry and complete their degree requirements speeding up their graduation date.

Bachelor of Applied Arts and Sciences in Fire and Emergency Services Administration (B.A.A.S.)
- Undergraduate program
- Offered online
- More information can be found [here](#)

Master of Business Administration (MBA)
- Offered in residence & online
- More information can be found [here](#)

Master of Science in Clinical Health Mental Counseling
- Offered in residence
- More information can be found [here](#)

Master of Science in Information Systems
- Offered in residence & online
- More information can be found [here](#)

Bachelor of Arts and Applied Sciences in Business Management (B.A.A.S.)
- Offered in residence & online
- More information can be found [here](#)

Bachelor of Science in Computer Information Systems (B.S.)
- Offered in residence
- More information can be found [here](#)

Bachelor of Science in Psychology
- Offered in residence & online
- More information can be found [here](#)
This maritime business administration program offers veterans flexibility in completing the degree through several routes: an on-campus track offering a Third Mate deck officer license option (participation in the Texas A&M Maritime Academy Corps of Cadets required); a five-year combined undergraduate-graduate program; and an on-line option. The program emphasizes areas valued within the military, such as the industry’s latest advances and leadership roles within the field.

Master of Maritime Administration and Logistics (MMAL)

- Graduate Program
- More information can be found here
- Offered in residence & online

This maritime business administration program offers veterans flexibility in completing the degree through several routes: an on-campus track offering a Third Mate deck officer license option (participation in the Texas A&M Maritime Academy Corps of Cadets required); a five-year combined undergraduate-graduate program; and an on-line option. The program emphasizes areas valued within the military, such as the industry’s latest advances and leadership roles within the field.

B.S. in Marine Transportation—License Option

- Undergraduate program
- More information can be found here
- Offered in residence

Similar to a military lifestyle, the Marine Transportation program offers a structured environment using hands-on application of navigation, logistics, and management skillsets. This program offers the opportunity to become a Third Mate deck officer (unlimited oceans, unlimited tonnage) upon graduation. Participation in the Texas A&M Maritime Academy Corps of Cadets, also reminiscent of the military lifestyle, is required.

B.S. in Maritime Administration

- Undergraduate program
- More information can be found here
- Offered in residence

This business degree for the sea focuses on skills already brought from the military, including management and logistics. The program is specialized, yet widely applicable, benefiting veterans in securing job placement upon graduation.
Military members, regardless of the MOS/AFSC, generally leave the military with leadership/management, supervisory, and inventory skill sets. The Texas A&M University Texarkana Bachelor of Business Administration degree with its various concentration options, allows military members to easily capitalize on the knowledge gained in the military by building on and transition this knowledge to civilian employment.

**Bachelor of Business Administration**

- Undergraduate
- Offered in residence

Military members, regardless of the MOS/AFSC, generally leave the military with leadership/management, supervisory, and inventory skill sets. The Texas A&M University Texarkana Bachelor of Business Administration degree with its various concentration options, allows military members to easily capitalize on the knowledge gained in the military by building on and transition this knowledge to civilian employment.

**Bachelor of Science in Psychology**

- Undergraduate program
- Offered in residence

Care for your fellow soldier, airman, marine, or sailor is engrained in military members from day one of boot camp. The Texas A&M University Texarkana Bachelor of Science in Psychology allows military members and veterans to expand on the care giver role and prepares for advancement to the fields of counseling.

**Bachelor of Science in Biology**

- Undergraduate program
- Offered in residence

The veteran friendly campus at Texas A&M University Texarkana is an ideal site for military members and veterans to pursue a Biology degree. Our degree will prepare graduates to pursue advanced studies in biology, such as a degree in Medicine, as well as teaching certifications with a focus in science education.
### Kinesiology (Bachelor of Science or Master of Science)

- Undergraduate & graduate program
- Offered in residence
- More information can be found [here](#)

The Kinesiology program at Texas A&M University-Kingsville exemplifies military physical performance culture in a field that has specialties with highly sought potential in the military and civilian careers. Veterans are able to expand their minds and bodies with a challenging yet rewarding academic experience.

### Business Administration (B.B.A. and MBA)

- Undergraduate and graduate program
- Offered in residence & online
- More information can be found [here](#)

With veteran-owned businesses on the rise, the Master of Business Administration degree at Texas A&M University-Kingsville gives veterans a head start in entrepreneurship. The 100% online MBA program offers convenience and gives the opportunity to veterans to maintain their personal and professional commitments while expanding themselves as individuals.